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The identity map on the set of functions of bounded variation under the variation 
norm to the same set under supremum norm is of type 2. f+ !  1988 Acadenuc Press. Inc. 
For LYE!&!?, define Q., = { y E Rk: y <x}, and BV(Rk) = (S: Rk -+ R: 
f(x) = p(Qx) for some finite measure p on (Wk}. Note that this differs from 
the usual definition of functions of bounded variation since nonzero 
constant functions are automatically excluded. We will consider two norms 
on BV(Rk). Define jlfllo = sup{ If(x)\: x E R”) and llfll l = TV(P) = IPI( 
wheref(x)= p(Q,). Using BV,(Rk) and BV,(Rk) to denote BV under (1. IlO 
and II . II 1 3 respectively, our main result is as follows. 
THEOREM 1. The identity map i: BV,( RWk) + BV,(l@) is of type 2. 
Explicitly, if r, , . . . . r, is a Rademacher sequence and p,, . . . . p,,, are finite 
measures, then 
Esu~ f p;(Q)ri * 64’ 2 (Ipil(Rk))2* (1) 
+ i= 1 i= 1 
Proof: We claim that it suffices to prove (1) holds for measures concen- 
trating on finite subsets of [Wk. For, let pr, . . . . ~1, be an arbitrary sequence of 
measures and for every realization T = (?, , . . . . r,) of r = (r, , . . . . rm), choose 
x(I) E Rk such that sup, ( x pi(Q,) ri(’ <E + ( 1 pi(QXcF,) fil 2. Clearly we can 
find $, , . . . . &,, concentrating on finite subsets of Rk such that 
pi(Q,+,) = pi(Q.+,) for each i= 1, . . . . m and each x(T), and /pJ (W”) ,< 
lpi\ (Rk). Since E is arbitrary, if (1) holds for &, it also holds for pi. 
Given CL, . . . . p, with finite supports, we claim that there exist fi,, ,.., ji, 
such that I& = (piI, pi is supported on one point only, and 
EsuP 2 Pi(Q.y) ri 
.Y i=l 
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Consider the set M, = (a,: Ipil = lpi/ and supp(~,)~ssupp(~,)). It is easily 
checked that the function f(~i)=Esup,(~,(Q,.)r,+C:‘=2~,(er)r,)’ is 
convex on M,: ,f(crv + (1 - a)~‘) < @f(v) + (1 - r).f(v’). It follows that 
maxima off(.) occur at extreme points of M, . But the extreme points of 
M, are precisely the measures concentrating on one points sets. This 
proves that (2) holds for some measure pi with P,(.x,) = (,u,[ (R”) for some 
xi E [Wk. Now, for j = 1, . . . . k define Z7,( 1 ), . . . . ZI,(m,) to be a rearrangement 
of the mj d m distinct numbers x’, ejr . . . . xke, such that fl,( 1) < . . < Z7,(m,). 
(Here e,, . . . . ek are the standard basis vectors for R“.) Define the array of 
random variables Z(i,, . . . . ik)=Cy=, ~(x,=(n,(i,) ,..., ZI,(i,))jpi(Q,,)r,, 
where x{ } is the indicator function, and 1 ,< i, < mi, j= 1, . . . . k. Clearly Z(.) 
are independent, so that 
=E max 2 ... 2 Z(i,,...,&)’ 
A1 . ik i, = , ik = I 
<4k z ... F E/Z(i,, . ..) ik))’ 
I, = 1 ik = I 
=4k f (K!(Q,))‘= 4k i (lP;l)(~k))2. 
,=I I=1 
The maximal inequality for squares of partial sums over multidimensional 
arrays used above is due to Wichura [2]. 
An existing type 2 inequality for C(P) involves the subspace Lip(p) of 
Lipschitz functions with respect to a metric p satisfying an entropy con- 
dition (see, for example, Jain and Marcus [3]). When p is the Euclidean 
metric, Theorem 1 generally gives a sharper result. Thus it can be used to 
improve existing CLTs and LILs based on the type 2 inequality for this 
case. An existing result on consistency of least squares in nonlinear models 
due to Wu [4] is based on the Lipschitz norm type 2 inequality. An 
application of Theorem 1 yields a sharper result as shown in Zaman L-61. 
Also, Zaman L-73 uses Theorem 1 to provide a new proof of the con- 
vergence of empirical processes. 
Since obtaining Theorem 1, the author has learned that an elegant and 
more general result has recently been obtained by Pisier [S]. The impor- 
tant special case presented above has a simpler and more direct proof, 
however. 
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